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Abstract  

 

THOUGH many developments on alternative 

photovoltaic (PV) materials, silicon remains 

the dominant commercial technology. The 

past years have seen substantial cost 

reductions favouring large-scale PV 

expansion (400GWp cumulative shipments 

achieved in 2017)[1]. Today, multi and 

mono-crystalline-Si PV modules dominate 

the market with a share higher than 90%. 

Such technologies take advantage from 

scale economy and use of mature 

processes and standardized materials. This 

makes the commercialization of new 

solutions increasingly difficult. Approaches 

based on low cost deposition of emerging 

materials, which suffer from low reliability 

and poor compatibility with standard 

materials, have to face significant barriers to 

entry the market. Silicon Hetero-Junction 

Technology (Si-HJT) [2] is a non-conventional 

Si technology, which can compete with the 

mainstream because of several 

characteristics able to reduce cost of 

energy. Si-HJT cells are bifacial (Fig.1) and 

can be fabricated with few process steps at 

low temperature (<200°C), enabling the use 

of thinner silicon wafers. The characteristic 

low temperature process facilitates the 

implementation of emerging solutions, such 

as graphene and other nanostructured 

materials, which could strongly increment 

solar cell performances. Moreover, the use 

of graphene based transparent conducting 

films can be advantageous for the 

development of tandem solar cells using 

perovskites [3] as top cells and Si HJT as 

bottom cells, allowing to increase the 

efficiency beyond the theoretical limitation 

of single junction solar cells. In this work, we 

report on the development of the 

innovative bifacial Si-HJT PV modules in the 

new manufacturing site of 3SUN (an Enel 

Green Power Company with 200MWp/year 

capacity), discussing the implementations of 

emerging materials and solutions, aimed at 

improving performances as well as at 

reducing energy generation costs (Fig.2).    
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Figure 1: Si-HJT bifacial solar cell for high-energy 

production PV modules. 
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Figure 2: Roadmap of silicon based hetero-

junction technology with emerging materials 

and solutions. 


